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- Abstract

The forecasting of the performance of electric vehicles has
revealed many discrepancies when compared to actual test data. An
electric vehicle computer simulation program was developed to ameliorate

* this deficiency. The approach was to establish a very comprehensive and
flexible vehicle model and simulate its operation on a realistic driving
cycle. The driving cycle selected was the Federal Urban Driving Sequence.
A thorough vehicle model was established that incorporates aerodynamic
drag, rolling resistance, both rotational and translational inertial

* effects, and component by component dynamic power train efficiencies.
Battery discharge performance is tracked by a fractional-utilization
algorithm with corrections for short-term discharge effects. The simu-
lation compares required power obtained from the driving cycle speed

* schedule and vehicle model characteristics with the available power at the
motor for each time increment of the driving cycle to compute battery
fraction used and deviation from the speed schedule when available power
is insufficient. These results of the simulation can be used to evaluate
an existing vehicle's performance or, if desired, to develop vehicle
parameters to obtain a specified performance level. An application of the
program to develop a suburban passenger vehicle is included to demon-

strate the simulation's utility. A test bed vehicle was constructed and
tested to verify the simulation. Additional aspects such as microprocessorI
based controllers including implementation of an optimal control law were
investigated to gain insite into the efficiency and performance trade-offs

ofsuha yte.
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List of Symbols

A = Frontal area (m
2 )

AR - Axle ratio

BM = Battery mass (kg)

c - Battery capacity (amp hr)

C - Coefficient of resistance

CM = Chassis mass (kg)

d = Disturbance

DF = Discharge fraction

E = Electromagnetic force (volts)

F = Force (nt)

FA = Frontal area

FM = Fixed mass (kg)

. g = Acceleration of gravity (m/sec
2 )

GR = Gear ratio

GMV = Gross vehicle mass (kg)

I = Current (amps)

J Polar moment of inertia (kg •m 2 )

k = Motor torque constant (weber rpm)- '

k* = Motor proportionality constant (ohms/rpm)

L = Inductance (henrys)

M = Torsional moment (nt i m)

MCF - Mass correction factor

MM = Motor mass (plus hybrid components if applicable) (kg)

n = Shaft speed (rpm)

P = Power (watts)

PM = Payload mass (kg)
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PP = Rated power fraction (%)

PSPD = Rated speed fraction (%)

Q = Setpoint state weighting matrix

r - Rolling radius (i)

r - Control weighting scalar

R = Resistance (ohms)

t Time (sec)

T - Temperature (C)

v = Speed (m/sec)

V = Potential (volts)

Va - Vehicle velocity

Vc = Controller voltage

Vm = Motor voltage

VM = Vehicle mass (for test conditions) (kg)

W = Energy (watt sec)

n = Efficiency (%)

p = Density (kg/m
3 )

= Field strength (webers)

w = Angular velocity (sec)
- I

Additional Subscripts

a = Armature IN = Input

A = Axle M = Motor

AC - Acceleration MAX = Maximum

B = Battery OUT = Output

c = Cell r = Rated value

C = Controller R Rolling drag
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE MODELING
AND SIMULATION

I. Introduction

This report describes recent efforts of the Air Force Institute of
Technology in the area of Electric Vehicle (EV) research aimed at developing
models to aid government agencies in petroleum fuel conservation for ground
transportation. Interest in petroleum fuel conversation and alternative
fuel usage has greatly increased in the past decade. The USAF and other
government agencies are becoming especially interested in reducing foreign

- oil dependence. While NASA and USAF-sponsored projects have achieved
significant technological advances toward reducing aircraft fuel usage,
only recently has complimentary interest been shown toward economic

* alternatives to the gas-powered ground vehicle.

Background

*In the mid-1970's, replacement of various small conventional
vehicles with electric-driven equivalents became an item of interest with

* Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC/USAF). The maintenance engineering

branch of AFLO conducted several projects aimed at reducing operating
-. costs of light intra-base utility vehicles by substitution of standard

size vehicles with low-powered gasoline or electric vehicles (Ref 33).
General conclusions were favorable toward the small electric vehicles
even though their operating costs per mile during one 14-month test
period were actually somewhat higher than the gas-powered alternatives

- ~ (Ref 6). Further evidence of USAF electric vehicle interest came in May
1978, when an Air Command and Staff College research study investigated

-. the practical and economical feasibility of using these vehicles for
several on-base missions (Ref 34). This study concluded that electric
vehicle operating costs were nearly equal to standard vehicles, but that
the higher initial investment and limited performance of electric vehicles,
due partly to their rudimentary state-of-the-art development, made them

-: undesirable at that time. (Note that the operating expenses for the
* above study were based on energy costs of 4o; per kilowatt hour of

electricity and 40c per gallon of gasoline). A further recommendation of
the report, however, was that the USAF become actively involved in the
electric vehicle tests sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE).

* This DOE program was established by Public Law 94-413, "Electric
*and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976."

Among other things, it authorized the Energy Research and Development
I Agency (ERDA, now absorbed into DOE) to test 7,500 electric and hybrid

vehicles within five years. Public Law 95-238, signed in February 1978,
amended this Act, including an extension of the demonstration phase
through 1986. In July 1980, by DOE interagency Agreement DE-AIOI-
80CS50208 (Ref 8), the USAF became formally involved with the demonstration

* program. This agreement committed the USAF to procure and test 15 electric
* vehicles to be distributed to three different locations for a total period

of four years.
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C An early product of Public Law 94-413 tasking was a very thorough
NASA report titled, "State-of-the-Art Assessment of Electric and Hybrid
Vehicles" published in September 1977. The purpose of this report was to
characterize the current state of electric and hybrid vehicle development
through controlled tests of commercially available and experimental

-C vehicles, through manufacturer-supplied data, and through user reports.
Data was thus obtained from nearly 200 different electric and hybrid
vehicles. Of particular significance, the report discovered extreme
variances between similar vehicles in their overall energy efficiency
(.015 to .8 kwh/km/lO00 kg) and in their user-experienced performance
versus manufacturers' claims or controlled laboratory test results.

* Objectives

In lieu of the increased interest among government agencies
(including very recently the USAF) as well as the observed lack of
sophistication among many electric vehicle designs, the prime objective
of this effort was to provide an accurate method to simulate electric
vehicle systems. The goal was to provide a computer simulation useful

* both for new system design as well as evaluation of existing competitive
designs. To offer these capabilities, the model had to be flexible enough

* to accommodate a wide variety of design options.

Preliminary results of the simulation were used to select a viable
*electric vehicle system to compete economically with conventional USAF

passenger cars. This system was then incorporated into a low-cost
vehicle which was designed and built for data-gathering and simulation

* validation as well as a flexible test-bed to investigate other EV options
such as controller performance.

Approach

Based upon the lack of correlation between actual performance and
early simul~tion prediction attempts (Ref 32), an early priority of this
effort was to carefully select an operating sequence to most realistically
portray on-the-road vehicle use. Once determined, road load power require-
ments could be easily calculated. The dynamic efficiency of each power
train component was then individually modeled and assembled together into
an interrelated complex vehicle model. Net power requirements to the motor
and/or engine could then be obtained. A multi-variable battery model was
combined with controller characteristics to determine available power to
the motor under any condition. A comparison between this available power
and the required power was used to predict the sufficiency of the power

supply and/or the performance deviation from the prescribed driving cycle
(speed schedule). Further features of the battery model enabled the
simulation to track net energy usage and the extent of nominal discharge.
Final outputs of the simulation were then the average energy cost per
kilometer as well as the amount of battery consumed per cycle, which
together with estimated procurement and maintenance costs, can be used

* as a measure of merit for a selected sv tem.

The basic approach toward ach.Leving the objective of test
.. vehicle design and construction was to use an existing chassis combined

2



with readily-available electric power components. This approach, while
not providing a completely system-optimized vehicle, allowed quick
construction of a low-cost test-bed for further component optimization
investigation.

Performance Requirements

The flexibility of the vehicle model and simulation developed later
in this study allows their use for a variety of vehicle types and missions.
However, the prime vehicle envisioned throughout the study and which formed
the basis for the test vehicle was a compact four-passenger sedan. This

* type of general purpose vehicle is used by the USAF for both on- and off-
base missions. Table I lists the performance goals that were established

* for this type of vehicle based on the expressed desires of USAF vehicle
managers (Ref 34) and analysis of some reasonable off-base mission require-

* ments. A vehicle designed to minimally meet the Table I performance would
* be primarily an urban or on-base vehicle, but would be capable of certain
* high speed, extended range trips. The 90 km/hr top speed with 80 km/hr

cruise allows limited use of the vehicle on typical suburban routes, while
the 0 to 50 km/hr acceleration satisfies typical urban driving demands
(Ref 32).

TABLE I

Baseline Performance

Payload 4 Passenger (270 kg)

Top Speed 90 km/hr

Acceleration
0 to 50 km/hr 15 sec

Range
Urban 80 km
80 km/hr cruise 60 km

For a test vehicle with an estimated gross mass of 1200 kg and
frontal area of 1.9 in2 , published data (Refs 17, 23) indicated that the
90 km/hr speed translated to approximately 12 kw of required motor
power, whereas the 0 to 50 acceleration required approximately 22 kw.
The apparent critical parameter in electric vehicles, however, is total
energy storage capacity rather than maximum power available (Ref 15).

* Multiplying the two-hour high speed cruise requirement by an estimated
10.5 kw power requirements for 80 km/hr resulted in a net required
energy storage of 21 kwh. These power and energy requisites based on
the Table I performance then became important criteria for selection of
the electric drive system for the test vehicle.

* With the vehicle performance requirements defined, the modeling
of appropriate classes of subsystems could now proceed.

3



( II. Modeling

No
The basis for any simulation is established by the models it

incorporates. The EV simulation is composed of models of vehicle retarding
forces, vehicle body and subsystems such as drive train, controller,
batteries and hybrid engine.

Derivation of Road Loads

For travel on level roads, the combined vehicle retarding forces
* can be divided into the rolling resistance, air resistance, and acceleration

forces. Road grade and wind were not explicitly modeled in this effort
because standard driving cycle tests do not include them. In Chapter V,

* both grades and wind gusts were included as disturbances when investigating
controller robustness.

Rolling Resistance. The force required to move any vehicle at
constant speed without considering aerodynamic or powertrain drag is
developed from the work performed in flexing the tire casing, the work in
compressing the road surface under the tire, and the frictional work from
tire slip. As such, this retardant force is logically a function of tire
design, inflation pressure, vehicle weight, rolling surface, and vehicle
speed. The dimensionless parameter that combines these variables is the
coefficient of rolling resistance CR. The rolling resistance FR is then
simply:

FR = C VNV (1)

where VM is the vehicle test mass. Data shown on Fig 1 represents the CR
of radial ply tires rolling on a hard, smooth surface (Ref 32). This
information was used to obtain the following continuous equation for CR
versus speed v:

CR =Ck + (2.09 10-7)V 2 8  (2)

*Cp. represents the limiting value of CR at zero speed (in the case of Fig 1,
Cj would equal .010-5). The speed v in Eq ( 2 ) is expressed in rn/sec.
Combining Eqs ( 1 ) and C 2 ) then results in the final equation for
rolling resistance:

FR = {CA + (2.09 - 10-7)v 2 -8 }VN

which results in newtons force with VM expressed in kilograms. Strictly
speaking, Eq ( 3 ) is correct only for straight-ahead driving; during arty

* turn the tires must also generate a side force through a slip angle.
This side force then combines vectorially with FR to produce the net
resistance. However, most urban turns require slip angles of less than
five degrees which produces a negligible increase in resistance. While

* CA is left variable to acconmmodate different tire types, it also can be
modified to include grade resistance. Since grade resistance is simply

- the downhill component of the vehicle weight, i.e. the sine of the slope

*> times the vehicle weight, the sine of the slope may be added to C' to
arrive at the combined rolling resistance.

4
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oI Aerodynamic Drag. At constant speeds above 60 km/hr, air
__ V resistance becomes the dominant retarding force for most vehicles (Ref 28).

This source of drag comes from both viscous skin friction as well as form
or pressure drag. The form drag caused by the low pressure zone behind

the vehicle is dominant factor contributing approximately 90 percent of
the total airdrag (Ref 42). In linearized form, the total air resistance
force FD is given by:

F =&2
D 2) v ACD (4)

where p is the ambient air density, A is the projected vehicle area in the
- .direction of motion, and CD is a dimensionless parameter accounting for the

shape of the vehicle. The air density p is, of course, a function of
ambient pressure and temperature. However, normal atmospheric pressure
variance causes only minimal density changes. Therefore, replacing p
in Eq ( 4 ) with its value at standard pressure, while maintaining its
temperature dependence, results in:

176.4 2
F D 273+ T D

which provides newtons force with temperature T in Celsius.

Acceleration Forces. In realistic urban driving cycles, the
inertial resistance to acceleration will, at times, be much larger than
either the rolling or air resistance. Besides the translational effects
on the vehicle mass:

dv
F AC = VM(Z-) (6)

the angular accelerations applied to the rotating masses also produce
significant inertial reactions. The acceleration torque MAC due to rotary
inertia is:

MAC = Jdt

dw.
where J is the moment of inertia for each rotating mass and - is the
respective angular acceleration. Chapter IV goes into more gpth on the
modeling of this rotary inertia term and how its effect is combined with
Eq (6).

Calculation of Road Load Power. For use in the simulation, the
calculated resistive forces (Eqs 3, 5, and 6) need to be converted into a
required power as a function of time. An incremental approach was used

*O which, for simplicity, assumes constant acceleration for each one-second
time interval. The average speed can then be used in Eqs ( 3 ) and ( 5
while the acceleration term in Eq ( 6 ) becomes simply the incremental
speed difference divided by the one-second time interval. Thus, the
combined road forces for any increment are reduced to an average force
over that increment. Required power can then be obtained by multiplying
this combined force times the average velocity. This mid-interval power
is not assumed constant throughout the increment, thus the input energy
W is calculated by:

6
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W = :Wt ( 8 )

where the integration of power P is taken over each time increment.
- Substituting P = F v where F is the combined resistive forces and

v = t(- + v into Eq ( 10 ) yields:
At 0

W-IF(t- + vo)dt (9)
At 0

F is assumed constant for any time increment, thus integrating

W= F(- t At} ( 10 )
2At o

or
V ~+V
W 2 t *F v I At (11)

and recognizing the P = F • v, where v is the averge speed for any increment,
results finally in

W = P At (12)

This work W then represents the incremental energy required at the rear
wheels to meet the road load demands. Modeling of the vehicle resistance
parameters and power train losses is now required to determine the necessary
battery output to overcome this road load.

6" Vehicle Mass and Frontal Area

The vehicle mass and frontal area are the primary parameters used
in determining road loads. As shown in Eqs ( 3 ) and ( 6 ), the vehicle
mass effects both the rolling resistance and the acceleration loads.
The gross vehicle mass may be considered to be represented by

VM = CM + FM + PM + BM + MM (13)

where

GVM = gross vehicle mass
CM = chassis mass
FM = fixed mass
PM = payload mass
BM = battery mass
MM = motor mass (to include controls and hybrid engine mass

if applicable)

The chassis mass includes all the basic structural materials in
the vehicle which are designed to support the entire gross vehicle weight.
Items such as the frame, suspension, wheels, and tires are included in this
category. This mass is, therefore, a function of the gross vehicle mass

S-and for passenger vehicles is typically (Ref 2) related as

CM = .23(GVM) ( 14 )

[. *.-.
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However, in this model, the chasis mass includes an adjustment for a
fixed-ratio transmission and, hence, was set to

CM =.26(GVN,) (15)

* The fixed mass figure represents all non-structural vehicle
components which are related to the selected vehicle type and payload
rather than directly to the power system or gross vehicle mass. Passenger
seats, instruments, body panels and accessories are included in this

* category.

While maximum payload mass must be used in determining the gross
vehicle mass and, hence, the chassis mass, the performance predicted
through this simulation is based on a more normal one-half maximum
payload. Combining this factor with Eq ( 13 ) results in a vehicle test
mass VM as

VM GVM-PMI2 (16)

where, from Eqs (13 )and C15)

GVM =.26(GVM) + FM +PM + BM + MMf~ 17)

or finally

VM =(FM + BM + MM)/.74 + .85(PM) C18)

While the above test mass satisfies the requirements for obtaining
rolling resistance, and additional factor of effective rotary mass must be
taken into account to predict acceleration loads. Rotating mechanisms can
conveniently be divided into two categories: those which rotate at speeds
fixed to the vehicle speed (such as tires, wheels, and axles) and those
which rotate at the engine or motor speed (such as clutch, flywheel, and
crankshaft or armature). While it is possible to analytically obtain
values for both categories by summing individual component angular
momenta (Ref 26), the most reliable results are obtained experimentally.
The net effect of both categories can be resolved into an equivalent
mass located at the rim of the wheels. Since this equivalent mass is
now traveling at the vehicle speed, it can be considered to undergo the same
acceleration as the rest of the vehicle mass does. The rotating power

wo train component mass is proportional to the vehicle mass and can, therefore,
be considered to be a multiplicative mass correction factor. This factor
relates shaft speed to wheel rim speed via the rolling radius and overall

* gear reduction ratio. Experimentally derived data (Ref 28) for four-wheel
passenger vehicles suggests an equivalent inertia effect of about two
percent of the vehicle's mass for the first category of wheel-rotation
speed components. The second category can be shown to contribute an
equivalent mass, varying quadratically with the shaft speed/vehicle speed
ratio. The equivalent vehicle mass then to be considered during any
acceleration period is the product of the vehicle test mass VM and the
mass correction factor MCF where

-* MCF -1.02 + . 0 0 0 2 94 (A R)( 19)
r

8
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where AR and GR are axle ratio and transmission ratio respectively, and

r is the tire rolling radius in meters. While the data (Ref 28) to

derive Eq ( 19 ) above was obtained from conventional gas-engined vehicles,

the largest contributor to the second half of this equation is the clutch-

flywheel assembly which is generally left intact for multi-ratio electric

vehicles.

The frontal area of any optimally-designed vehicle will also, in

general, be a function of the vehicle mass. While geometric up-scaling

of any volume (i.e. mass) suggests a corresponding two-thirds power

increase in 4ny exposed areas, in actuality, more massive vehicles tend

toward a higher proportion of non-payload to payload volume and are, there-

fore generally denser. This tendency, coupled with practical passenger
*space/vehicle width considerations which result in larger fineness ratios

with more massive vehicles, causes actual frontal area ratios to vary at

a somewhat lower than two-thirds power of the mass ratios. An inspection

of 14 electric vehicles detailed in Ref 32 indicates that approximately

-FA (VM')I/2 ( 20 )
FA VM

or

FA' FA(--)1  ( 21 )
VM

where FA' represents the changed frontal area caused by a corresponding

increase or decrease in vehicle mass VM'.

Axle and Transmission Characteristics

Energy losses in the conventional automotive rear axle occur from

relatively speed-insensitive sources such as oil seal and bearing preload

drag as well as from speed-sensitive lubrication viscous drag. Due to the

popular use of hypoid ring and pinion gear sets to provide a lowered drive-

shaft offset, sliding gear viscous losses make the typical rear axle some-

what less efficient than a bevel-gear set or chain drive (Ref 42). Since

certain losses are relatively constant (e.g. seal drag), axle efficiency,

defined by

TA P PIN - losses 100 22

PIN

where P is the input power to the pinion shaft, becomes a function of
IN

input power as well as speed. Figure 2 shows an experimentally obtained
typical axle efficiency map (Ref 1). Note that the abscissa coordinate

is percent of rated input power, indicating that, generally, maximum

efficiency occurs with minimally sized components. A least-squares

quadratic fit of the data represented by Fig 2 yields the following:

2
n = 95.8 - .01217(PSPD) + .8879(PSPD) + 4.261 ( 23 )

A PP

- .Z&where PSPD and PP are percent rated speed and percent rated input power

' respectively. Eq ( 23 ) is a very accurate fit to the data on Fig 2 with

9
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" .. f errors of less than .2 percent at all power levels above 15 percent.

Conventional fixed-ratio multi-speed transmissions have efficiency
" maps very similar to that of a rear axle (Fig 3). Since hypoid gears are

not used, however, the sliding friction component is reduced, and consequently
* - straight spur or helical-cut transmission efficiencies are considerably less

speed dependent. The efficiency is dependent, however, on the reduction
ratio with 1:1 being the most efficient. Maximum efficiencies are reported
to vary from 99 percent at 1:1 ratio to 94.5 percent at 2.55:1 (Ref 28).
These maximum efficiencies can be closely approximated with the following
exponential equations as functions of gear ratio GR:

rMAX = 9 9e .
3 (GR-) ( 24

for gear ratios greater than 1:1, or

A 99e .03(I-GR) 25

for overdrive ratios (i.e. gear ratios less than 1:1). As with the rear
axle efficiency derivation, a least-squares quadratic fit of a published
transmission efficiency map (Ref 1) yields an accurate equation in terms of
percent rated shaft speed PSPDT, percent rated input power PP, and maximum
efficiency rA.. This equation, to be used with Eqs ( 24 ) or ( 25 ) is2

(9 9  00405(PSPDT2 - "849(PSPDT) + 1.565
-- ) ( 26)

A variety of variable-ratio transmissions have been suggested for
use with electric vehicles (Refs 2, 3, 19, 32, 36, 37). These include
infinitely-variable roller traction drives, hydrostatic drives, and
continuously-variable belt drives. Due to the nonlinearities and
peculiarities associated with each of these non-standard transmissions, no
attempt was made to "close-fit" an efficiency equation for each case.
Instead, this model uses their efficiency data stored in the form of a
tabular two-dimensional performance map with dependent variables of speed
ratio and percent rated input power. A look-up procedure is then used
with two-dimensional linear interpolation when appropriate.

Motors

For reasons mentio:ed in Chapter I, this vehicle model considers
only DC motors. However, both series and shunt motors are candidates and,

as such, are individually represented. Compound motors (with both shunt
and series field windings) are not modeled, but depending upon the relative

series compounding ratio, may be compared with the behavior of a similarly-
sized series or shunt motor. The essential requirement of any motor modelis to be able to relate output power and current for any operating speed

or applied voltage.

Series Motor. In series motors, the armature current I passes
| " entirely through the field circuit. Figure 4 shows a simplifies circuit

analysis model.

The complete voltage equation for Figure 4 is

.° 11
-h,'-s. --. - .. . - . . . - . , - ,. . . . , , , . . . . . . . . - - . . . . ,
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-., dl
- VM = (R + R ) + E + (L + L ) a 27

a f + a a f a dt
where Lf and L are the field and armature inductances, Vh is the applied

motor voltage, and E is the induced center-electromagnetic force (EME)
in the armature. The dynamic inductance terms at the end of Eq ( 27 )
are significant only for very short intervals of rapid current change and
for this analysis can be ignored (Ref 27). Electromagneti power of the
motor is defined as the input electrical power minus all I R copper losses.
This can be revealed by multiplying both sides of the steady-state version
of Eq ( 27 ) by I and rearranging the termsa

E I =VI - I(R +R) ( 28)aa a a f a

From the driving cycle, which determines transmission and controller position,
the motor speed n and VM can be determined. Thus the variables on the
right side of Eq ( 28 ) must be further reduced into functions of only
n and VM to obtain an equation of power useful in the simulation. Solving
for Ia, again using the steady state Eq ( 27 ), results in

I = a (29)
a Rf + Ra

The counter EMF is proportional to the field strength 4 and motor speed.
For series motors, assuming a linear magnetization curve (i.e. unsaturated
fields), is proportional to I a  Thus, from Eq ( 29

v= I nk ( 30)
a Rf+R

or
V -nk*I

I M a 31
a Rf +R a

f a

where k* is a new combined proportionality constant. Separating the
armature current terms from Eq ( 31 ) and simplifying results in

V= (32)

a f +P + nk*

which has the necessary VM. and n dependence for reinsertion into Eq ( 28 ).
The electromagnetic power is finally then

V nk*EI - M (33)
(Rf+Ra+nk*)"

Equations ( 32 ) and ( 33 ) may be combined to develop an overall motor
performance map as is shown in Fig 5 for a typical series motor. The

essential series motor characteristics of high torque (i.e. power) at
low speed and theoretical unlimited no load speed can be seen from this

:" .[.. figure. The actual operating envelope of any motor is limited by the
. -applied voltage (somewhat less than nominal battery voltage, see Battery

14



Model, this chapter) on one side and by the maximum allowable armature
i - current on the other. Depending upon the robustness of the individual

series design, manufacturers' recommended maximum currents are from
two to five times the normal current at rated power and speed (Refs 4,
13).

Shunt Motors. The armature current in a shunt field motor does
not pass through the field circuit; in fact, for maximum flexibility, the
field is often separately excited as shown in Fig 6. Neglecting the
dynamic inductance voltages as before, the steady state circuit voltage
equations are:

Va Ea IR (34)
a a a a

V f =I fR ( 35)

ff"F: where Vf and If refer to the separate field circuit. Similarly to the

series motor, the electromagnetic power equation may be developed from
Eqs ( 34 ) and ( 35 ). In this case, however, the field flux 0 is pro-
portional to the field current which from Eq ( 35 ) equals V R The

. final steps in the derivation result in 
f

V - nk* ()
= (36)a R

a

nk*V Vf)}(7
E = - {Va -nk* Rf1)a a RaR f  R

a ff

The shunt motor performance map on Fig 7, developed from Eqs ( 36 ) and
( 37 ) where Vf f Va, illustrates the need for separate field control with
shunt motors to improve low speed performance and speed flexibility. Again
the operating envelope is limited by available voltage and maximum allowable
armature current. Typically, shunt armature currents should not exceed two
or three times the rated value to prevent commutation problems and over-
heading (Refs 4, 13).

Common Parameters. The motor constants R P R. and k* in Eqs ( 33 )
and ( 37) must be resolved into functions of the motor s power rating P to
provide the simulation with the ability to rescale the motor to meet any

particular design criteria. The following relations were developed for
modeling motors of different P with the same rated voltage and speed:r

I' P'
a r (38)

. a r

ie k' R R P
= R R ' = r (39

* k R -R TTa f r
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'. -"-?' where the prime superscript denotes changed values over the basic P for
which k*, ral Rfs and I for any operating condition are known (Ref r41).

a' f a

- To this point, all motor performance has been based on available
electromagnetic power, E I . Additional mechanical losses and stray-loadI'.- aa
losses reduce the actual power output to some fraction of the E I (Ref 4).

- These losses include bearing and brush drag, rotor windage, fiefdahysteresis
and eddy current-induced heating. The total effect is an involved function
of motor speed, voltage, and current and is difficult to establish
analytically. Available experimental data are in the form of overall
motor efficiency curves which relate net output power to electrical input
power VMI . The motor model for this simulation uses motor efficiency data
nM stored in tabular form as described in Appendix D to obtain net output
power POUT from the calculated E I by the following equations:

OUT aa

2
OUT = {Ea a +I (R+Rf ( 40)

for series motors or

ROUT+ 2 2 f}TM (41)
OUT I{aRa + Ra

for shunt motors.

The final motor parameter required for complete modeling is mass
_ .MM as related to P and rated speed n • For constant voltage and speed

ratings, the amounf of active magnetic material in the field and armature
. determines the torque (hence, power) of a motor. Reference 27 suggests

" that a logarithmic relationship generally exists between motor mass and
. power rating. Indeed, a graphical analysis of manufacturer's data (Ref 13)
- reveals the following relationship between 3200 rpm rated motors:

MM - {5.75log(Pr) } 21.5 ( 42 )

A similar logarithmic relation exists between equal powered motors rated
at different speeds. Again, analysis of data from Ref 13 provides the
following version to Eq ( 42 ) for motors rated at other than 3200 rpm:

n

MM = {5.75 log(Pr)} 2 1 .5{.162 1 og(0)} (43)

Controllers

Motor controllers must regulate the motor voltage to adjust power
-0 output and limit armature current at low speeds. To be satisfactory, theyF must accomplish this control with minimum power loss.

Step-Voltage Switching. Motor controllers which employ mechanical
relays to adjust the parallel-series battery network dissipate power only
through the relay activator circuits and slight contact resistance. Properly

' "designed, their efficiencies can exceed 99 percent (Ref 32). Ignoring this
negligible power loss, modeling consists of simply knowing the battery
voltage fraction available at each step and the corresponding parallel-
series network. Analysis of the net source impedance requires this know-
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ledge of the specific battery arrangement for each step. Since the number
of individual relays required increases dramatically with the number of
steps provided (e.g. nine relays for three steps, 21 relays for four steps,
(Ref 30), the practical upper limit for these controllers is three.

To accozmmodate additional voltage steps while reducing the relay
requirement, high current diodes may be inserted to replace selected relays.
The simplicity and economy they offer over relays is partially balanced by
the losses they create. Depending upon the semi-conductor material used in

* their construction, these diodes will typically produce about a one-volt
drop when normally conducting with forward bias. Discriminate placing of

* these diodes minimizes their dissipative losses by requiring only a
* fraction of the total current to pass through any single diode. The net

effect on the switching controller model by the addition of diodes is to
* lower each step's voltage fraction by the appropriate diode-induced voltage
* drop.

Solid-State Inverters (Choppers). Electronic chopper controls offer
* continuous voltage control from zero to 95 percent of the battery voltage.

Their basic principle is to switch the motor on and off at a high frequency
(up to 1000 Hz) while controlling the relative duration of the conduction and

.4. nonconduction periods to produce varying time-averaged voltages. The power
losses associated with choppers result from the resistive and semi-conductor
elements used in the oscillator circuits. The combined losses have been
modeled (Ref 2) as

PC0  (1.5 volts~l + (.03)E aI a 44)

where the first term on the right side is the semi-conductor junction loss
and the second term, the resistive losses as a function of motor power.
These losses can be more easily accounted for when referred back to a
voltage drop. Dividing Eq ( 44) by the supply current, assuming that

IM Ia an htEa VM, results in

(~4 1.5 + . 03V~ 45~

V This controller loss then reduces the net instantaneous battery voltage
V Bavailable to the motor since

V =V -V (46)
M B C

or combining Eqs (45) and ( 46)

V -1.5

VM =B1.03 4

Batteries.

While numerous battery types promising badly-needed energy and power
density improvements lead-acid batteries with their coummercial availability
and proven reliability form the basis for this battery model. The model
could be modified for alternate battery types by substituting the appropriate

- L performance parameters. Currently, however, insufficient published
experimental data are available to detail the dynamic performance of these

18



batteries, although the Shepherd Equation (Refs 38, 39), with its
empirically-derived constants, provides some insight. Any useful battery

model must be able to predict power available and energy remaining at
any time during a driving cycle as functions as battery mass, ambient
temperature, discharge level, load current, nominal voltage, and loading
history.

Energy Capacity. The constant load useful capacity of a battery
is a function primarily of discharge rate. Figure 8 shows the constant
load capacity characteristics (Ref 32) used in this model. A least-squares

quadratic approximation of that data results in

c = 195 - .6 33(IB) + 9.13 • 0()2 ( 48)

where battery capacity c is expressed in amp-hrs and I is the steady

battery discharge current. The capacity of lead-acid Ratteries is also

a strong function of temperature (Ref 43). Eq ( 48 ) is correct only for
the standard test temperature of 25 C. For other temperatures, the capacity

is modified by factor c*, where

c* = .014(T) + .65 ( 49 )

. Incorporating this into Eq ( 50 ) results in

, ..- I-4(IB 2

• c = {195 - .633(IB) + 9.13 10 ( B 2

{.014(T) + .65} ( 50 )

Eq ( 50 ) is still only correct for constant I values. An incremental
scheme based on sequentially solving this equation for each incremental
value of IB would yield an incorrect total discharge value.

During discharge of any battery with liquid electrolyte, ion
migration toward their respective electrodes within each cell causes the
output to be time-dependent (Ref 38). This developed non-homogeneity,
in effect, temporarily reduces the capacity of the battery. Under lighter
loads or no load, the electrolyte eventually redistributes itself homo-
geneously again. The consequence of this time-dependent characteristic is
that the instantaneous capacity of a battery is a strong function of
previous discharge rate as well as present load. Likewise, idle time
actually provides a recuperative effect to marginally regain capacity. The
followin& discharge equations consider load history in terms of average
current IB and have shown good correlation with experimental results (Ref 6):

I t B I t
DF = ( + B (1 - _B)}3600 ( 51 )

c
c B TB

for instantaneous current IB < average current I or
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DF = {IB t( B) + TB (1 - B)}3600 C 52 )

B c BB

for I > I The discharge fraction DF represents Lhe accumulated portion
of the batfery used during the cycle time t while c and r are the solutions
to Eq ( 50 ) based on IB and I respectively. Since Eq ( 50 ) was developed
from data for a single standarg size (- 29 kg), six-volt, golf-cart style
battery, any simulated change in battery mass must appropriately affect the
discharge life. This model assumes that increased battery mass results in
the addition of electrode plate area, hence the current I in Eqs C 51 ) and
(52) may be replaced by a current I' such that B

BM
IB' B(' 53)

B 'BBM'

where BM' is the new battery mass and BM is the nominally-sized mass based
on the batteries characterized by data given in Fig 9.

Available Power. The output of a battery is equal to its output
voltage times the load current. The load current is a function of the
vehicle demands while the output voltage depends upon that current as well
as the instantaneous discharge state of the battery and electrolyte
temperature. For constant temperature, the battery's volt-amp characteristic
may be modeled as a constant resistance (Ref 1, 32, 38, 43). For the lead-
acid type considered, this resistance RB is assumed to be .003 ohms per
standard six-volt battery at 25 C. As with capacity, this resistance value
is also a function of temperature (Ref 43). A quadratic approximation of
this temperature dependence produces the following equation for relative
resistance RB

= (.00087)T 2 
- (.047)T + 1.63 ( 54 )

Hence the overall resistance per battery is

RB = (.003)RB* ( 55 )

Battery connector cable impedance is not explicitly modeled since properly
sized wire with short lengths will keep this value an order of magnitude
below the battery resistance. However, when significant, this resistance
may be added to Eq ( 49).

A final consideration in the voltage profile of a battery is the
present stage of discharge. In general, the voltage produced at any
temperature and load will decrease as the battery becomes increasingly
discharged. For this model, in fact, 100 percent state-of-discharge is
defined as when the cell potential has dropped to 1.75 volts at a steady
load of 80 amps. This definition, combined with typical lead-acid

*" discharge characteristics (Refs 1, 14), results in the following equation
for no-load cell voltage:

V = 2.03 + (.08)DF - (.28)DF 2  56 )
c
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Including resistance effects (Eq 49), the general voltage expression for
a nominal six-volt battery thus becomes:

VB, = 6.09 - (.003)R*I + (.24)DF - (.84)DF2  57)
B B

To model a change in battery mass, the nominal resistance R Bis replaced by
a new value RB related to the BM change byB

R R RB (E, (58)

where BM' is again the new battery mass.

An added consideration for a useful battery model is the net battery
efficiency. This is defined as the ratio of energy discharge to the charging
energy (Ref 22). Therefore, this efficiency is a function not only of dis-
charge rate and extent, but also the charging rate and extent of charge.
In general, high discharge and charge rates lower the efficiency due to
internal resistance losses and hydrogen gas formation. However, the most

* efficient rate of charge varies directly with the battery's depth of charge.
Also, due to internal polarization, some experimental evidence indicates
that high charging rates immediately following high discharge rates can
be very efficient (Ref 1). In view of the complexity of dynamically modeling
both charge and discharge cycles, this battery model uses an experimentally
derived (Ref 32) average efficiency of 70 percent.

Hybrid Power. As discussed in Chapter I, the major utility of gas-

powered hybrid augmentation is to relieve battery drain during high speed
cruise. For that reason, the hybrid is modeled as being inactive until a
designated engagement speed. At that speed the hybrid becomes positively

5% - connected to the motor shaft via some transmission arrangement and is
capable of producing any power up to the maximum for its particular operating
speed. The hybrid engine currently included in the vehicle model is a 7.5
kw, two-cycle industrial engine (Ref 45). From published performance curves,
the maximum power available from this hybrid engine is:

P {8.7 10-4 )n + .991n 5
H H H

where the engine speed n H equals the motor speed multiplied by the hybrid
transmission ratio and n H is the average power efficiency of that trans-
mission. The fuel consumption of the engine is also taken from manu-
facturer 's data (Ref 23) and is modeled as a constant brake-specific fuel
consumption of .56 liters per kwh.

This final entry now completes the vehicle model characteristics
required to obtain the net input energy necessary to meet the driving cycle
road load power demands. It remains for the simulation then to combine all
the dynamic characteristics of a particular vehicle system with a driving
and speed schedule to derive the instantaneous and overall vehicle
performance.
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Ill. Simulation Methodology

Figure 9 is a simplified flow chart of the simulation program IVT
developed during this effort. Reference 41 includes a user's guide and
includes a sample computer listing, data deck, and sample output. Additional

* information on two of the more involved subroutines, VSTEP and TRANSEFF, are
also located in Reference 41.

The simulation begins by selecting certain "fixed" vehicle and
* environment parameters. These represent a particular vehicle type and sur-

rounding influences and include such things as payload mass, transmission
* type, and motor type as well as ambient temperature and fuel costs. Certain

"basic" vehicle parameters are also entered at the start. These are parame-
ters such as motor power and battery mass which may be incrementally changed
by the simulation to meet specific performance criteria. Table Il lists all
the specific input par-ameters grouped by their category.

An input driving cycle is needed to provide a second-by-second speed
schedule. For each time increment, road load forces are calculated and con-
verted to power required at the wheels. Through continuous efficiency
equations and/or component efficiency maps, this raw road power is converted
to the required motor output power. Calculation of the available motor power
depends upon the controller type. For step-type controllers, only discreet

* power steps are available for any particular motor speed (Reference 41);
hence, an exact match with the required power at any increment is unlikely.
The power step closest to the power required is selected and then an iter-
ative procedure accomplished by adjusting the interval's terminal speed until
the power required does match the available power. For continuous con-
trollers, EVSIM assumes a perfect match between required and available power
until the maximum available power is insufficient to meet the demands. Then,
as with the step-controller an Iterative procedure determines the actual
speed attained at the end of each interval. For systems using a gas-engined
parallel hybrid, the simulation assumes that the continuously controllable
hybrid power is used only to match the total available power with that
required.

Once the actual vehicle speed and motor power for each time increment
have been resolved, the fraction of battery discharge is calculated. This
entire process is repeated until the cycle is complete or until the vehicle
fails to meet some minimum critical performance criterion. If the basic
vehicle is insufficiently powered, an excessive speed deviation from the
driving cycle schedule will cause EVSIM to increase the rated power and

*associated parameters until the schedule can be achieved. On the other hand,
if lack of energy storage is apparent from an excessive discharge fraction,

EVSIM can increase the battery mass. Naturally, both of these parameter
adjustments are interrelated and typically one will require the other.

When the input driving cycle has been successfully completed the
* final outputs of EVSIM include the total motor energy used, the total deceler-

ation energy available at the motor (for regeneration), the percent of battery
discharge at cycle completion, the average electrical cost per kilometer, and
the final vehicle parameters if adjustments were made. The power cost is
based on an average charger efficiency of 85 percent (Reference 32) combined

%%.2 -' .
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with the battery model's 70 percent efficiency to produce a net 60 percent

energy transfer from AC power at the charger to DC power out of the batteries.

If a parallel hybrid system is simulated, EVSIM also recalls the total engine

energy used along with the average petroleum fuel cost per kilometer.

TABLE II

EVSIM Input Parameters

FIXED BASIC

Drag coefficient Frontal area
Payload mass
Fixed mass
Rolling radius
Rolling coefficient
Axle ratio

Transmission type
(Multi-ratio)
gear ratios
shift speeds

(CVT)
efficiency data

Q)

Motor type Rated power
base speed Armature resistance

-" efficiency data Field resistance
maximum power ratio k* value

uMaximum current

Controller type Step source impedance
(Step voltage)
voltage fractions

Nominal battery Battery mass
voltage

Hybrid
coupling efficiency
speed ratio
engagement speed
operating gear

Ambient temperature
a) Electric energy cost

= Q) Petroleum fuel cost
-" M Speed schedule

M Program option
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Input Driving Cycle

A critical feature in any vehicle simulation is the realism of the
driving sequence. Several test cycles have been devised for both con-
ventional and electric vehicles. While the more elaborate cycles more accu-
rately represent actual driving experiences, the tradeoff is the increased
difficulty in simulating these sequences and, consequently, obtaining vehicle
road loads.

Cycle Selection

In February 1976 the SAE J227a Electric Vehicle Test Procedure was
developed. This cycle was designed primarily for track testing and was pro-
duced in three versions, the most demanding of which is shown in Figure D.
This schedule, with its top speed of 72 km/hr, is most frequently used to
simulate "variable-route suburban" driving. As only the end points of each

' portion are specified, distinct acceleration or d--eleration profiles are not
required. The relative ease of simulating this driving cycle has led to its
frequent use (References 1, 9, 19, 32, 37). However, when used in track
tests (Reference 32), it generally overpredicts range and underestimates
energy usage rate when compared to user experience.

A much more intricate driving cycle is the Federal Urban Driving
Sequence (FUDS, Reference 10), which was developed primarily for dynamometer
vehicle emission tests. It is, however, also used by the Environment Pro-
tection Agency for new car urban fuel economy tests. This 23-minute cycle is
the recorded operation of an actual vehicle being driven in the Los Angeles
area. As such, it is a second-by-second speed schedule that includes
frequent stops, random traffic-induced speed adjustments, and one short
stretch of 90 km/hr freeway travel (Figure 11). In spite of its complexity
(1371 data points), its realism and ability to provide a base for operating
cost comparison with new conventional vehicles made the FUDS the logical
choice for this simulation.

Simulation Output

The sample output on Figure 12 demonstrates EVSIM's evaluation mode.

The vehicle modeled has the configuration of the test-bed vehicle design. It
represents a series motor/gasoline engine parallel hybrid. The transmission

is a four-speed conventional gear ratio model (although only the first three
gears are used during hybird augmentation). The controller is a five-step
battery-switching system that uses a combination of relays and high power
diodes to control the motor supply voltage. The selected portions of the
complete cycle included in Figure 12 indicate the extent of computed data
available for each increment of the chosen driving cycle. The final page of
sample output shows the overall energy recap that is computed at the end of

each completed simulation cycle.

EVSIM's cruise sequence at a constant 88 km/hr is demonstrated in
Figure 13. The same performance and energy use sunnary is presented
following the complete discharge of the batteries.
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I 
0 

N

VEHICLE CCNITANTS AgE:

FRCNIAL AREA- i.eO SCUARE PETERS

PAYLCAD PASS=270. KILOCRAMS

FIXEC PASS-325.

EhVIRCNwENTZL CCNSTINTS ARE:
APIENT TEPPERATURE- 27. CELSIUS

ELEC1RIC ENERGY COST- S.C50 PER KWHR

PETRCLEUP FUEL CC5T- S .35 PER LITER

PCWER REOLCTION VARIABLES ARE:

TIFE PCLLING RADIUS- .343 METERS

ROLLING COEFFICIENT- .0105

AXLE PATIO- 4.13

KUPeEP FORWARD GEARS- 4

MAXIPL VELCITY-l12. KM/HR

FIXEC SPEED TRANSPISSION VARIABLES ARE:

PCTCR UPSHIFT SPEEC-1500. RPM

-. CF DOCWNSHIFT SPEED- 500. RPM

GEAR RATIOS- 3.800
2.060

1.260

.880

NCTCP VARIAeLES ACE: YE SRE
PC7CQ TYPE- SERIES

RATEC POIKER- 6.0 WW

PASE SPEED-3200. RPM

PAX APR AURE CURRENT- 400. AMPS

5 STEP CCNTRCLLER VARIABLES ARE:

VOLIACE FRACTICN- .167 SOURCE IMPECANCE- .C030 OHMS

.333 .CO4

.!00 .Cog

.f67 .018
I.CO0 .C36

pAT7ERY VIRIAPLES APE!
NCPIPDL VOLTAGE- 72.
BATTERY PASS- 350.

7vW SERIES FY20ID VAPIAOLES ARE:

HYFRIC/NCTOR SPEED RATIO- 1.q50

COLPLING EFFICIENCY- Q6.57

ENCACEMENT SPEED- '5.0KM/HR

TRANSFISSION POSITICN- 3 GEAR

SYSTEN EV0LVATICN CFION SELECTED

Fig 12 EVSI'M Sample Output
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test-bed Following successful coding of the models into the program EVSIM, a
test bed vehicle was needed to validate the EV simulation. This test vehicle
could Lhen be used to investigate innovative concepts to improve EV energy

efficiency.
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-. IV. Hardware Implementation of the EV

Construction of a test bed EV was needed as a source of data to vali-
date the simulation EVSIM and to investigate new efficiency and operability

* concepts for EV's. Since portions of the preliminary design of the test bed
vehicle proceeded in parallel with the simulation development, some com-
ponents selection was based on a preliminary analysis of the desired per-

* formance and candidate drive systems.

Candidate Selection

Table III lists the major components of any electric vehicle system
and includes the options considered for the test vehicle. In addition to
the performance requirements listed in the previous section, this vehicle was
also

TABLE III

Electric Vehicle Components

Batteries Controllers Motor Transmissions

Lead-Acid Battery Switching DC Shunt Fixed Ratio
-Std Automotive
-Industrial Chopper DC Series Gear Ratio

* -Golf-cart
Nickel Zinc Continuously
Nickel Iron Variable

constrained to use readily available components and remain flexible enough to
incorporate various modifications during follow-on investigation. Many con-

* ceivable component options were not included in Table III due to their
* current lack of commercial availability or apparent lack of suitability for

the test vehicle. Alternative current (AC) motors were not considered, for
- example, due to the control complications and associated losses with the
* required DC to AC inverters (Reference 16). Similarly, several highly
* regarded battery types (such as zinc-chlorine hydrate and sodium sulfur),

although possessing significantly better potential performance than lead-acid
* batteries (Reference 14, 22, 32, 35), were not options for the test vehicle

due to their present lack of development and availability.

-' While in general, the interactions between the various basic power
train components encourages a systems' viewpoint toward their selection or

* elimination, certain individual component decisions were made based simply
on the constraints of the test-bed vehicle. The reasonable flexibility and
the immediate availability of a multi-speed gear ratio transmission made it
the obvious design choice. The battery selection also could be reasonably
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separated from other component influences. The 21 kwh energy storage and 22
-~ kw peak power demands were bot'i severe restrictions that eliminated certain

battery candidates.

With lead-acid batteries, high energy and high power densities cannot

be simultaneously optimized within the same design (References 25, 35).
Standard automotive starting, lighting and ignition (SLI) batteries, forI

example, have very high power densities (up to 200 w/kg for starting inter-
* vals, Reference 32), but were eliminated from final consideration due to

their inability to recover from repeated deep discharges. At the other end
of the spectrum are the industrial designs. These are designed for appli-

cations such as electric lift trucks, where weight and physical size are notj
critical considerations and maximum peak power demands are not appreciably
above average levels. They can sustain up to 2000 deep cycle discharges that
have limiting power densities below 20 w/kg (Reference 32). Golf-cart

*batteries were developed to provide reasonable power densities (up to 100
* w/kg) while maintaining deep-discharge life expectancies of 200 to 400

cycles (References 22, 32); as such, they represent the best lead-acid

alternative.

Both high power density and high energy density are potentially
attainable with the two nickel-based battery candidates. Unfortunately,

*recent laboratory and vehicle test of nickel-zinc designs have failed to sub-
stantiate their projected performance and have shown especially poor deep-
discharge cycle life (Reference 15). The nickel-iron, or "Edison" battery,

* on the other hand, has demonstrated excellent cycle life (1000+), as well as
* high power density (130 w/kg) and approximately 25 percent higher energy

density than lead-acid batteries. Poor energy efficiency, however, is a
strong deterrent against the design. Due largely to excessive hydrogen gas
evolution during charging, average charge/discharge efficiency is typically
50 percent which is about one-third lower than that reported for lead-acid
batteries. Considering all the reasonable options then, lead-acid golf-cart
style batteries were selected as being the most practical and energy
efficient.

The choice of a motor and controller was not as clear. Series motors
have traditionally been used for traction motors due to their high starting
torque characteristic. Shunt motors, on the other hand, offer much better

speed regulation and the opportunity, with separate field control, to greatly
reduce the current handling requirements of the control circuitry. Either of

the proposed controller types can be effective with either motor; however,
*the over-current sensitivity of the shunt motors at low speeds (Reference 16)

strongly encourages the sort of current-limiting circuits as are typically

4 included in solid state chopper controls. In the final analysis, the low
* speed torque capability of the series motor and the simplicity and flexi-

bility of the battery-switching controller prompted their selection for
incorporation into the test-bed vehicle.

Test Vehicle Design

Once the general configuration of lead-acid batteries, battery-

switching controller, series motor, and multi-ratio tran~smission was
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selected, the actual component sizing and vehicle designing could procetd.
W The most obvious physical constraints came directly from the vehicle chassis

that was available. The total number of batteries that could be conveniently
installed within the body of the car while retaining four passenger capa-
bility was twelve. Based on the standard 29 kg, six-volt golf-cart batte:ry,
this constraint resulted in a 72 volt, 350 kg battery pack. The net energy
capacity of the system at a two-hour discharge rate was calculated by multi-
plying the energy density of 30 wh/kg (Reference 32) by the battery mass to

* obtain 10.5 kwh. This realization pointed out the facts that the battery
system alone could not provide the 21 kwh necessary for the desired 160 km
cruise range, and that the maximum power that could be drawn from the batter-
ies over the two hours was 5.25 kw. This power capacity led to motor power

*rating of 6 kw. Since series motors can develop up to four times their rated
power (References 4, 13) for limited durations, the 22 kw acceleration power
requirements was attainable.

The most significant conclusion of the battery energy limitation was
* that some auxiliary energy source (i.e. hybrid) was required. Two gasoline-

powered hybrid arrangements were considered. A series hybrid system was
first investigated, but disgarded due to its low conversion efficiency of
approximately forty percent of mechanical motion to stored battery energy
(References 32, 41).

A parallel hybrid system, as indicated in Figure 14 reduces consider-
ably the total losses to the engine/motor coupling inefficiencies. Efficien-
cies of approximately ninety percent are achieveable. This was the system
selected for the test vehicle. Since the motor could provide enough power to
meet the urban acceleration demands, the prime function of the hybrid engine
was simply to augment the electric drive during high speed cruise. Besides
supplying the added power required for curise speed, with appropriate engine/
motor ratios, hybrid augmentation could actually reduce the motor current
demand, thus extending the battery range. A coupling ratio was thus
established that would allow high speed cruise in a relatively low trans-
mission ratio to cause a high motor shaft speed. Increasing the speed of a
series motor automatically reduces its current demand.

For the test vehicle, a parallel shaft V-belt drive was designed.
V-belt drive had the advantages of high efficiency (- 96 percent) and speed
ratio flexibility through alternate sheave combinations (Reference 20). One
sheave was mounted onto the motor shaft such that the hybrid power could be
directly coupled to the motor output. A belt-tightener clutching arrangement
permitted the hybrid engine to be disconnected during slow-speed pure
electric operating modes. The constantly turning motor sheave could then be

* used to start the hybrid engine when the appropriate vehicle speed was
reached. For initial test purposes, the clutching mechanism was designed to
be manually operated by the vehicle driver.

Once the preliminary design concepts were established for the test
vehicle from use of EVSIM and analysis, the detailed component hardwal-e was
designed. Included in this design was a lightweight motor mounting bracket
that provides positive shaft alignment as well as a mounting pad for the
hybrid engine bracket and one for any future ancillary test equipment. The
motor to transmission coupling was designed with an outside taper such that a

6A variety of stock taper-lock V-belt sheaves can be mounted. This coupling
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also incorporates a separate bearing to absorb the V-belt created side loads.
A final notable design feature for the baseline test vehicle was the five-

" step battery-switching controller developed. Using eight high-current diod(s

and seven relay switches, five voltage ranges, including 12, 24, 36, 48, and

72 volts, are available.

Test Vehicle Baseline Hardware Requirements

The performance requirements for the test-bed vehicle were 90 km/hr
top speed, 0 to 50 km/hr in fifteen seconds, two hours urban endurance, and

160 km range at 80 km/hr cruise. The selected baseline system as described
by EVSIM in Figure 12 whose urban performance is also indicated in Figure 12,
meets these requirements. Note from the input parameter listing in Figure 12

and the portions of the driving cycle displayed that the selected hybrid
system operates in a pure electric mode until the gasoline engine engaged at
45 km/hr to improve the high-speed cruise performance. With the system's 6

kw series motor, 7.5 kw gasoline engine and 72 volt, 350 kg lead-acid battery
pack, EVSIM predicted a top speed of 90 km/hr (hybrid engine rpm-limited) and
zero to 50 km/hr acceleration in 13 seconds. A constant 88 km/hr cruise

sequence (Figure 13) indicated a range of 173 km for 100 percent battery dis-
charge with an ending top speed of 86.9 km/hr. The extrapolated urban
endurance based on the battery discharge during one 23-minute cycle was two

hours and 37 minutes. Average direct operating energy costs predicted were

$.012/km for the urban environment and $.0188/km for the high-speed cruise
*sequence. This is based on a cost of $.35/liter for gasoline and $.06/kwhr

for electricity. This differential can be explained by the higher cost of
fuel being consumed by the hybrid engine during cruise as opposed to the
nearly pure electric power used in urban operation.

EVSIM's system design mode was also used to develop an all-electric

series motor system that would have the equivalent high-speed range and per-
formance of the hybrid design. This configuration required 1200 kg of

battery and a 15 kw motor to attain the 160 km range. Additionally, the

urban direct operating costs increased to $.0188/km while the cruise costs

marginally decreased to $.0151/km.

Once a baseline test bed vehicle was designed, it was implemented in

hardware. It was instrumented to monitor energy used (instantaneous voltage
and current, and accumulated watts used) speed, electric motor rpm, and
internal combustion engine (hybrid) rpm. With this instrumentation, the
driving cycles used in EVSIM could be easily validated.

Validation

The EVSIM simulation was validated from primarily two sources; the

test bed vehicle and available data (References 1, 9, 31, 32, 34). The availa-
ble data accumulated by DOE and NASA was useful in verifing and validating

- certain subsystem models such as the vehicle retarding forces and the energy
available from the batteries. The test bed vehicle was used to validate the
synergistic effect of all models in EVSIM. After a total of over fifty hours

of testing the EV in the all electric and hybird models in both urban and
cruise speed schedules, the EVSIM program was found to be within ten percent
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of test bed empirical data in all parameter values. Additional tests were
conducted on subsystems such as batteries in static tests to validate
portions of submodels.
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V. Additional Concept Investigation

.:,r The baseline test bed vehicle was modified to investigate various
controller schemes and control laws as well as battery charging options and
vehicle safety operation.

Control Schemes

While the energy storage devices (batteries) are the recognized
foremost deficiency for EV's, the power conditioner/controller seems a logical
choice to investigate improvements in both performance (drivability and com-
patibility with existing traffic flow) and efficiency (range).

The three controllers investigated are representative of the types of
controllers in use today or proposed for EV's. Type I controller is an
electro-mechanical three state (discrete energy level) contactor controller.
It is simple and reliable in its operational routine. Figure 15 shows a
simplified block diagram of this controller with a microcomputer inserted in
the loop. Type 2 controller is a six state device which has a number of both
power electronics and electro-mechanical components. While this type of con-
troller obviously adds performance flexibility, it is at the cost of oper-
ational complexity. The type 3 controller is an effectively continuous
(infinite number of states) controller which is primarily power electronics
in its component configuration. The type controller is implemented with 256

states when the microcomputer is inserted in the loop.

All of these controllers were first individually configured in a

manual mode (driver operated) with mechanical linkages and discrete elec-
tronics providing actual inputs for the manual driving tests. The con-
trollers were also individually fitted with interface for a microcomputer so

that it could be installed in the control loop of each type. It was then
possible supply inputs to the controllers from the processor through
appropriate analog interfaces. For the automated driving tests, the vehicle
operator would demand a velocity and the processor would interpret this input
and convert it to appropriate controller commands for each type controller.
These controllers were modeled and their characteristics incorporated into

EVSIM.

Microcomputer

The availability of computationally powerful and fast single board
microprocessors make them the logical device to implement the control schemes.
A Z80 based system was selected (Reference 17). The Z80 is a bus oriented
system requiring minimum additional control logic for addressing and reset,
as indicated in Figure 16. A Z80 microcomputer also uses a single phase two

megahertz system clock to synchronize its operation and a single five volt DCK "power supply. The serial input/output controller (SIO) has two independently
programmable data comr.unicaton channels. These channels are used to drive
the RS-232 interfaces for the operators terminal and the software development
computer. The Z80 counter timer circuit (CTC) contains four independently
programmable channels, two of which are used as baud rate clocks for the
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* serial ports of the S10. The two remaining counter timer channels were
- cascaded to produce a 104 Hertz low frequency clack and a eight Hertz clock

for the cc:itrol system time reference. Sample period is used to generate
interrupt service requests eight times a second and is used by the control

* software. The microcomputer uses three parallel input/output controllers
(PIO) giving a total of six 8-bit parallel data ports for use as input or
output interfaces. Each PIO port is independently programmable and is TTL-
compatible. When used as an output port, the PlO holds its most recent

* output state providing the hold mechanism for control interfaces. The
microcomputer also employs an analog data acquisition system as an integral
part of its design to enhance system flexibility. The analog data acqui-
sition system provides the common functions associated with the collection
of analog measurements. It also uses a one Megahertz clock to operate its
analog to digital converter and is designed to be interfaced with most
microprocessors. The microcomputer uses two types of memory EPROM and RAM.
The EPROM is used to store the system monitor, application programs, and
provides a means of correcting software errors quickly. A single power
supply (+5V) EPROM was selected to minimize power source requirements. RAM
memory is used for scratch-pad storage and calculations. The RAN is also
used during the software development process to hold new programs for testing
and debugging. The low power Schottky TTL components provide the address
decoding for the computer memory and input/output devices. The also buffer
the Z80 central processing unit and are use in the reset logic that initial-
izes the microcomputer. The control system design has digital interfaces
which translate TTL logic level signals into voltage and current signals to

- direct the power electronics in the high power portion of the controller.
* These interfaces also provide the power supply, signal ground, and chassis

ground isolation for the analog data acquisition system by using optical

isolators.

The microcomputer was installed in a research and development mode as
shown in Figure 17. Software development was accomplished quickly and
efficiently in a second more sophisticated microcomputer. Upon verification,

the software was programmed into EPROM's which were subsequently installed
into the microcomputer controller. The software flow is shown in Figure 18.
The control system had two software programs stored in EPRODI's. The first

program was the standard "ROM Monitor" operating system for the microcomputer.
The second program was application software which implemented the control and

* energy monitoring functions of the control system. The control functions

regulated the vehicle and engine speed. The monitoring function kept a
running value of battery energy consumed during a driving cycle. Because of
the need for positive regulation of the control system by the operator a
"foreground and background" program execution strategy was used. The monitor

* operating system cycled in the "foreground" waiting for either an operator
* input or a sample period interrupt. The application program was executed in

the "background" on every interrupt cycle to update control and mionitoring
tasks. The monitor also contained application program commands to initiate

* the driving cycle and report energy consumption to the operator.

Controller Implementation and Results

~ tI ~To test the various types of controllers, three techniques were used
as follows: (a) a digital computer simulation (b) a vehicle test without
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microcomputer control (c) a vehicle test with microcomputer control.

The controller schemes discussed above were implemented first in
EVSIM to test the feasibility of each type. Both the urban driving cycle
FUDS (Reference 10) and a constant speed cruise segment (88 kt./hr) were

'?". simultated for each type.

The test bed vehicle was modified for the road test. The vehicle was
configured with the eight bit single board microcomputer described above.
Two sets of tests were run for all the controller types. In the first set,
all the controllers were manually operator controlled, and in the second set
of tests, the controllers were managed by the microcomputer. In the manual
tests, the microcomputer was used only to perform some safety functions and
the energy monitoring. In the automated tests, the microcomputer was used in
the control loop to provide velocity feedback and filter the system control

commands by a set of acceleration limits. The microcomputer used stored data
and a subsequent table look up to implement type I and 2 cQntrol laws, and

solved an equation to implement the type 3 control law. The vehicle tests

were conducted for both urban and cruise segments.

The results of tnese runs are summarized in Table IV. The energy
used and efficiency data was converted to an efficiency measure, percent of
range (km) change which is a significant factor for EV's. The digital simu-
lations indicated that a digital computer was compatible with all controller
types, and that the efficiency measure increased as expected with the numberc of control states per controller for all

TABLE IV

Simulation/Vehicle Test Results

Efficiency Measure (% Range Change) Speed Schedule

Urban (FUDS) Cruise Variation (FUDS)
(o, km/hr)

A-D 0 0 9

A-E 7 -3 6
A-F 10 -2 4
B-D 4 2 7
B-E 10 1 4
B-F 13 2 2
C-D 7 6 6

C-E 14 7 3
C-F 19 8 1

A = manual Operator Control
B = ?Krocomputer Control
C = Simulation

D = 3 State Controller (type I)

E = 6 State Controller (type 2)
F = 256 State Controller (type 3)
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simulated driving regimes. The microcomputer based controllers showed

Mi efficiency measure increases of up to five percent range (two km) over the

corresponding manual controllers for the urban driving tests. The data
"- shows that as the number of control states gets large, there is a rapidly
. decreasing marginal increase in range. The microcomputer based controllers

all showed a consistent two km/hr reduction over the manual controllers in
speed schedule variation which translates to better traffic flow blending
for the EV. All the urban driving tests verified the expected result that
the range increased directly with the number of controller states. The
cruise segment vehicle tests show that the kind of controller has more effect
on range than the number of states for the controller. The maximum increase
in range due to the microcomputer controllers in the cruise driving tests was
two km. The speed schedule variations for the cruise segment were numeri-
cally insignificant. Additionally, results indicated that the speed and
precision provided by the microcomputer would increase the efficiency measure
for all controller types compared to manual operation for all driving
regimes.

These results show that currently available EV electro-mechanical and
power electronics configured controllers can be successfully managed by a
single-board microcomputer. While these microprocessor based controllers
increased the efficiency (range) of the EV tested, these increases were not
of the magnitude expected. Besides managing the controllers, the microcom-

puter's presence in the EV was found to be very convenient and useful as it
is in a growing number of conventional petroleum fueled vehicles. The micro-
computer performed safety functions such as monitoring the EV systems,
checking for malfunctions, and served as a practical way to monitor energy

-. usage. This energy monitoring provided an accurate state-of-charge indicator
for the EV. The microcomputer could then act as a manager for battery charg-
ing as well as normal discharging which will provide for improved battery

operational performance and long battery life.

Optimal Control Law

Because of the improvement made by the multi-state controller (type 3)
just discussed, it was logical to investigate whether an optimal control law
applied to this plant would produce significant results in terms of both
efficiency (minimize energy used) and performance (minimize deviation from
demanded speed). The first improvement results directly in more range, and
the latter improvement results in increased acceleration performance or
drivability.

Optimal Control Design

The optimal control based controller developed in this effort was of

low order to match the reduced order model of the EV used. The reduced order

model shown in Figure 19 was appropriate for this effort since its accuracy
has been shown to be high, and the purpose of the optimal control law investi-
gation was to see if the magnitude of the potential for improved efficiency
and performance justifies further pursuit.
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The dynamics of the EV system shown in Figure 19 allow several further
w simplifications. The speed of the digital processor and associated elec-

* . tronics make their effects negligible when compared to the drive train com-
ponent responses. Similarly, the time delay (t1 ) is negligible compared to
the dynamics of the other components in the power controller. Since an
automated controller is sought, a set point controller seems a logical choice.
This controller would cend to minimize the effects of disturbances (wind,
road grade and roughness, etc.) and still allow an operator interaction to
vary the set point for speed schedule changes and safety considerations. The
resulting simplified set point controller is shown in Figure 20. The result-
ing reduced order state space model is as follows:

x = A x + b u + d (60)

X - 10 xi • 0::=+ u + d (61)
0.3 x2  .63 - 0 63

and

Y =__ 0  x x = Va
0 a (62)

where x is the motor voltage, V x2 is the vehicle velocity, Va, d is the
disturbance, and the input u is The controller voltage, V . The ime response
of this system with no feedback for a unit step input for and zero dis-

cturbance is shown in Figure 21. As can be seen, the system has a stable
overdamped response which illuminates the performance shortfalls of this type
of vehicle.

For this set point controller, the quadradic performance index is as
follows:

%-.-x )TQ(x2- )
J =  f(x-x-s  ) +r (V-V )2dt (63)...,-S -S c cs

where V is the set point controller voltage required by the system to reach
x in steady state, x = [x , , x2 ) ; x. is the motor voltage at set point
velocity; x 2  is the set point ve ocity etermined by the operator or speed
schedule, J is the cost functional to be minimized; Q is the weighting matrix
penalizing deviation from set point state values; and r is the weighting

r scalar penalizing the use of control. For this linear quadradic set point
regulator formulation, an optimal control V * can be found which will mini-
mize the cost functional J. Since both stafes x1 and x2 are controllable by
the input Vc, and both are observable, the problem is properly posed for full
state feedback optimal control (Reference 12). The optimal control law
which minimizes the cost functional of Equation 63 is:

V • = (x - x ) + v
C - - -s cs (64)
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T T
where K = (1/r) b P (65)

The matrix P is the steady state RicatLi equation solution for the linear

quadradic set point problem.

T T
A P + PA + Q -P b b P (-) = 0 (66)

--- r

The set point is determined through the scheduled vehicle velocity, V .

That is

b---V 0.8 V

LIs F 2  as as
x== (67)
-s

"" X2s V as .0 as

i #  and

V = a b 0.13V
CS K K as as (68)

The Q weighting matrix which penalizes state deviation from the set

point can be used to tune the optimal controller toward higher performance

(quicker response, better drivability). The r scalar (using a single control

input) which penalizes the use of control can be used to tune the optimal

controller for increased efficiency. As expected with any quadradic per-
formance index, the two objectives of increased performance (through large

values in Q) and increased efficiency (through a large value of r) drive the

optimal feedback model in opposite directions. Because there is no single

combination of Q and r that produces optimal performance for both objectives,

several compromise combinations of the weighting elements were investigated.

The resulting closed loop system with the optimal feedback gains is shown in

Figure 22. The gain K3* is used to adjust the final output for correct

steady state response. Only diagonal elements of the Q matrix were varied

TABLE V

Weighting Parameter Variations

q 11 q 22 r

Case I I I I
Case 2 1 10 1
Case 3 1 100 1

Case 4 1 1000 1

Case 5 1 1 10

kg Case 6 1 1 100
Case 7 1 1 1000
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Ce Cs LoTABLE VI

Closed Loop Eigenvalues and Feedback Gains

Eigenvalues K * K2* K3*
2 3

Case l -60.82 -0.79 0.852 0.475 9.70
Case 2 -60.79 -0.20 0.872 2.438 24.70
Case 3 -60.50 -6.26 0.937 9.155 75.85

Case 4 -57.11 -20.93 1.125 30.607 239.14
Case 5 -21.44 -0.75 0.194 0.137 3.22
Case 6 -11.66 -0.60 0.029 0.028 1.39
Case 7 -10.18 -0.51 0.003 0.003 1.04
Case 8 - 5.25 ±j3.86 1.0 0.0 8.59

K3* assures appropriate steady state response

[q 1 0

(Q = I) because it was evident the q22 element corresponding to

2 2

state x (velocity) had the main influence on improvements in drivability.
. Controllers were designed for the set of Q and r elements shown in Table V.

Cases 2 through 4 represent systems optimized for performance and
Cases I and 5 through 7 represent systems optimized for efficiency. No
cases of either r = 0, or both q11 and q92 =0 are included because only
physically meaningful and realizable systems were sought (Reference 24). The
effective closed loop eigenvalues for the cases are shown in Table II along
with the feedback gains. Case I for the efficiency oriented systems seems to

be a good compromise between speed of response and efficiency achieved. Case

1 was chosen as the efficiency candidate to investigate further. Case 3 was

chosen for further investigation from among the performance oriented systems

because of its compromise between speed of response and performance in terms
of minimized state deviation. Case 8 (Table VI) simulates an operator in the

feedback loop modeled as a pure gain (k = 1).

Optimal Control System Implementation and Testing

The systems represented by Cases 1, 3, and 8 were implemented in the
electric vehicle digital computer simulation EVSIM. The controller sub-

routine in EVSIM was modified to incorporate the optimal control laws of
Cases 1 and 3 as well as the control law for Case 8. Figure 23 shows the

comparative system responses to a step change in set point.

A separate look at the various systems responses to disturbances shows
Cases 3 and 8 respond about equally well to compensate for road grade and

wind disturbances for satisfactory performance. The response of Case 1 to
hi disturbances demonstrates a lack of acceleration performance. Figure 24

shows the relative system responses to a simulated hill.
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The results of the simulations are displayed in Table VII. Comparing

Casps I and 3 in the driving segment, it can be seen that Case I produces a
- much more efficient system but at considerable reduction in acceleration per-

formance. Case 3 dominates Case I in performance but at a significant cost

in efficiency. The relative separation between the two cases is less for the
cruise segment but the trends are preserved. The overall performance of Case

8 was surprising in that it came close to matching the drivability of Case 3

and the efficiency of Case I for both the driving and cruise segments. Com-
pared to manual controllers, Cases 1 and 8 produced approximately 33 percent

increase in range capability while Case 3 produced a 24 percent decrease.

The corresponding speed schedule variation was improved by approximately 132
percent for Cases 3 and 8, and decreased by 12 percent by Case 1. Compared
to conventional microprocess driven automated controllers, Cases I and 8

increased range capability by approximately 11 percent while Case 3 showed a
decrease of 35 percent. The corresponding speed schedule variation was
improved by approximately 13 percent for Cases 3 and 8 and decreased by 34
percent for Case 1.

TABLE VII

Control System Comparison
Five Minute Driving Segment

(No disturbances)

Energy Used RMS Speed Schedule

(kwh) Variation (km/h)

Case I (Efficiency) 0.91 3.84

Case 3 (Performance) 4.35 1.17
Case 8 (Operator in 1.06 1.90

Loop)

Five Minute Cruise Segment

(With disturbances)

Case 1 1.20 2.64
Case 3 3.76 .96
Case 8 1.76 1.28

The results show that optimal control does have a significant effect

on EV performance when compared to conventional manual controllers but that
no one law was able to produce improvements in both efficiency (range) and

performance (drivability). Implementation of the optimal control laws tuned
for efficiency (Case 1) and acceleration performance (Case 3) were able to
produce 11 and 13 percent improvement respectively in range and speed schedule

variation over conventional microprocessor driven automated controllers.
While these gains are notable, they are not of the significant magnitude
expected.
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both efficiency and performance. This would indicate that simple con-
trollers may be able to produce satisfactory results for an EV class of
systems, and that as this effort indicates, more complex controllers add
only marginal improvements to system operation.

Cases 3 and 8 performed satisfactorily in handling disturbances
such as wind and road grade changes, but neither was tuned for this purpose.
It is expected that a system specifically tuned to minimize the adverse
effects of these disturbances would increase drivability and thereby
increase the attractiveness of EV's. Such an area seems potentially
attractive for future efforts.
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VI. Summary and Conclusions

The electric vehicle simulation program EVSIM does satisfy the

electric vehicle systems. The program has the flexibility to simulate both
electric and electric/hybrid configurations using series or shunt motors,

step-voltage or continuous controllers, and gear-ratio or continuously vari-
able transmissions for any general shape and size of vehicle. Any specific
driving cycle may be used to simulate the vehicle operation. EVSIM has the
ability to internally modify a basic input vehicle to provide improved per-
formance to meet required standards.

The general conclusion formed during the validation of EVSIM was
that it did indeed provide an easily obtained, accurate evaluation of a
vehicle's potential performance. With very little computer time, it clearly
illuminated the large and small effects of vehicle component modification.
This ability should certainly make the program an efficient tool for both

* the designer and vehicle evaluator.

Additionally, hybrid power augmentation is required to meet the per-
*formance standards set in Chapter II for general purpose USAF passenger cars.

The energy available from the state-of-the-art lead-acid batteries is simply
* insufficient to provide reasonable high-speed cruising range when con-
* strained to the dimensions of a compact vehicle. Until significantly

1AM improved batteries become available, a parallel hybrid/electric vehicle is
the most feasible alternative to the gas-powered conventional USAF sedan.

It is not clear that the increased efficiency afforded by a micro-
computer based controller justifies the microcomputer for EV's. But this
increased efficiency capability coupled with a decrease in traffic flow
speed variance, and the availability of an accurate energy usage and safety
monitor suggest that the microcomputer will make the EV technically and

* economically feasible for the average urban commuter.

While increases in efficiency and performance can be gained by the

application of an optimal control law, these gains were not significant to
overcome deficiencies presented by the batteries.
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